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Intermediate Reader
“The Secret of the Painted House”
By Marion Dane Bauer
J MR BAU
Emily finds a playhouse in the woods and, upon
peeking in the windows, finds that the walls are
painted just like the surrounding woods. There is also
a girl painted there and she wants Emily to come play!

“Cam Jansen” series
By David A. Adler
J MR ADL (Series)
Cam is a fifth grader with a photographic memory.
This plays into her ability to solve mysteries like a
superstar! Each book in the series follows her on
another of her adventures.

“The Princess in Black”
By Shannon & Dean Hale
J MR HAL
Princess Magnolia has a secret; she’s a superhero!
When a big blue monster swings in and threatens the
goats she must take action!

“Jack Sparrow” series
By Rob Kidd
J MR KID (Series)
Have you ever wondered what Jack Sparrow was like
as a kid? Now you can find out in this adventure
series that takes place on the high seas.

“Mystery on October Road”
By Alison Cragin Herzig
J MR HER
A mysterious masked man moves in next door to
Casey. She and her friends know that they need to
find out what’s going on with him.

“Jigsaw Jones” series
By James Preller
J MR PRE (Series)
Jigsaw Jones keeps a Top Secret Detective Journal
and you have the opportunity to read it. Join Jigsaw
and his partner, Mila, at the scene of the crime.

“Kung Pow Chicken”
By Cyndi Marko
J MR MAR
Gordon Blue, when called upon, turns into the only
poultry superhero you’ll probably ever meet. He
becomes Kung Pow Chicken and hops into his
Beakmobile to stop crime in its tracks!

“Enola Holmes” series
By Nancy Springer
J FIC SPR (Series)
Enola Holmes is the sister of the famous detective,
Sherlock Holmes. Though you haven’t heard of her
before, she’s a detective in her own right and she
knows how to piece things together in the chaos.

“Detective Gordon: The First Case”
By Ulf Nilsson
J MR NIL
When someone is stealing nuts in the forest, Detective
Gordon is up for the case. After standing in the snow
and waiting for a long time, he realizes that he wants
someone to do that part. Could he get an assistant?

“Pirateology”
By Dugald Steer
J 910.4 STE
Turn the pages of Pirateology to discover the
treasures inside. Tons of great historical information
is contained within as well as some secrets if you
know where to look.
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